Voices
The Teacher
The Test That Wounds

With infinite variety, learning happens
in 1st grade. I watch and I marvel at the
human mind unfolding. After Christ
mas vacation, there's nothing much go
ing on outside, or if there is, it's usually
too cold to notice, so the action is
inside the schoolroom. Read read read
Talk talk talk. Think think think. Dis
cover discover discover. Abilities and
confidence grow hand in hand.
The stories they write get longer. I
find that I don't need to teach them
about beginnings, middles, and end
ings: they have figured that out. They
begin writing notes, too. After a discus
sion of water, Nicholas leaves a note on
my book bag: "Get me a mikrskip!" I get
a lot of drawings of rainbows or a house
and an apple tree, with " I love you Msr.
Jonhsn" printed on a blue cloud.
And they can read. Writers can al
ways read. They read all the books I
have read aloud, they read all the
books that kids have loved forever,
they read books I secretly can't imag
ine that they could read Then, on
March 25, the California Test of Basic
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Skills arrives in the night. Suddenly I
have to put the chairs and desks in
rows, everyone separated from each
other. Suddenly there is a rule: No
talking during this test. Suddenly noth
ing else happens at school except this
one fat purple booklet full of little
circles to fill in.
"Turn to page three, 1 I have to say.
She's never said that in her life before,
the kids think This class never looks at
the same page in a book at the same

Suddenly nothing
else happens at
school except this
one fat purple
booklet full of little
circles to fill in.

Are Today's Students Really Different from Youngsters in the Past?
For September 1991 Educational Leadership p lans an issue on "Educating Today's
Children and Youth." We know that large numbers of today's young people live in
poverty, many lack parent supervision, and television is a powerful influence. To
achieve their primary purpose, schools must make new arrangements to work with
parents and youth service agencies.
What are you doing to meet the needs of your students? We're looking for
manuscripts on topics such as these:
• the values, goals, and interests of today's youth
• research on student motivation
• competing purposes of schools
• learning problems of today's students
• parent education
• cooperation with community agencies
• state and local comprehensive youth policies
• school-business partnerships.
Deadline: March 1, 1991
See the Call for Manuscripts on p. 78, this issue, for more information.
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time: there are always different books
to look at and read But I've usually
made sense to them before, so they all
turn to page three, and there they see
short groups of words with little cir
cles after them.
Bill can run
Run can Bill? O
Can Bill run? O
Bill can run? O
"Read the first sentence," I sadly
read the directions "Choose one of
the other ones that asks what the first
one says."
And the kids try to do this. But it
doesn't make any sense.
This part of the CTBS looks easy,
because of the short grpups of words.
No one, though, in this class would
ever write such a short sentence, unless
it were an "I-like" sentence; no one
would be reading sentences so shon in
the real books they are used to reading
And it gets worse in the purple booklet
The next day it's "Turn to page 17 It says
'Reading' at the top." There are stories
here, it's true, chunks of print at least
But these are long stories, half a page of
single-spaced text, a format that no chil
dren's book uses And these are stories
related to absolutely nothing in the lives
of these children, who have been taught
that reading does connect with what
they think and feel and are fascinated by
One "story" is about painting at
school, one is about a birthday, one is
about a bad dream, one—the long
est—is about keeping bees The paint
ing story and the birthday story might
possibly be accessible to these chil
dren, or they would be if the children
could discuss them a little No talking
during this lest But the painting story
is how the teacher will hang up the
products of the painting lesson Chil
dren almost never think of that prob
lem—that's one of the things the
teacher gets paid for! The birthday
story is about what the child is going to
get for Grandma's birthday. As much
as they love their grandmothers, most
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Development Program i s based on
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of effective schools, effective teaching,
multicultural education, and adult
learning. The Program has met the test
of "field conditions" in real schools
and classrooms. It has a track record of
demonstrated success.
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6-year-olds have to be reminded logel
something for her
In the normal run of reading, a story
or book is discussed first. "What do
you think this will be about?" I ask, and
we look for clues on the cover or in
the title We make a big deal about
predicting, about connecting this new
reading material to what the children
already know. That's what grown-ups
do, too It's a sensible strategy First
graders might even be able to under
stand the story about bee-keeping, if
they could come at it in their usual
inquiring way. But discussion and in
quiry are not part of the testing proce
dure I have heard, here and there,
that standardized test results are not
statistically valid for children younger
than 2nd grade. Since statistics is a
foreign language to me, I cannot cor
roborate this. My intuition, however, is
that it's true I've watched a lot of
children make any old mark in those
little circles They have figured out that
"it doesn't make any sense, teacher,"
and they resolve the dilemma by sim
ply getting it over with.
When all the little circles have been
filled in, the disheartened children
close the rxxjklets for the last time
The heartsore teacher puts their chairs
back into groups, and the children,
looking for security blankets, all get
out their writing folders Many of
these first after-test stories are the
most extravagantly imaginary stories
they have written It is as if the testing
has made the classroom, that secure
and exciting place, a reality they need
to escape from for a while The test
has made them doubt: they wonder if
their writing is "right"; they wonder
if they can read, after all; I wonder if
they will ever believe me again We
are all unsettled
Nobody writes me a love note for
days and days.D

Katie Johnson i s a teacher and consultant
to teachers about reading and writing She
may be contacted at 15236 Ashwonh Avc
Nonh, Seattle, WA 98133.
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The Program is the most cost effective
way to implement an Effective Schools
program in your district.
The Program is made available through
Effective Schools, and endorsed by
Dr. Lawrence W. Lezotte.

write or call today for ordering information:

Effective Schools
2199 Jolly Road • Suite 160 • Okemos • MI • 48864 • (517) 349-8841
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Major American Higher Education
Issues and Challenges in the 1990's
Richard I- Miller. Professor of Higher Education.
School of Applied Behavioral Science and Educational leadership. Ohio l_ niversitv
Higher Education Polio Series 9
This imponant new book addresses the challenges faced bv educators in institutions of
higher learning in the upcoming decade, vears of leaner budgets and more forwardlooking policies. The author addresses a wide range of issues, discussing each first in terms
of why it has become so important in the current educational environment. This book looks
at how American postsecondarv education is currently reacting to thts environment, what
changes should be made in the 1990's, and their implications for policv-making in the
•
future
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World Trends and Issues in
Adult Education
H.S. Bhola. Indiana I'niversirv
Kducalional Sciences Series
In this volume, the author surveys present issues and future trends in adult education
around the world, as adult education becomes increasingly professionalized. The book
discusses the history of adult education—or 'life-long' or 'non-formal' education—and sets
current research, theory and practice around the world in context.
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